Tim loved jack-o-lanterns and was excited about carving a pumpkin with his parents. He dreamed of pumpkins big and small. He thought about silly faces, and even scary faces for his pumpkin.

Finally the day arrived when it was time to go to the farmer’s market and pick the perfect orange pumpkin to carve. He looked over all the pumpkins until he found just the right one.

He took his pumpkin home and, with his parents help, carved two round eyes, a nose, and a scary, but smiling mouth in his pumpkin.

When it got dark out that night, his parents lit a candle inside the pumpkin, and it glowed brightly for everyone to see.

Tim was proud of the wonderful jack-o-lantern they had carved out of his pumpkin.

1. Where did Tim get his pumpkin? ___________________________________________________

2. What did Tim’s parents put inside his pumpkin? ______________________________________

3. Who helped Tim carve the pumpkin? _______________________________________________

4. Which jack-o-lantern is Tim’s? Circle Tim’s pumpkin.

   How did you know which pumpkin above was Tim’s?
Tim loved jack-o-lanterns and was excited about carving a pumpkin with his parents. He dreamed of pumpkins big and small. He thought about silly faces, and even scary faces for his pumpkin.

Finally the day arrived when it was time to go to the farmer's market and pick the perfect orange pumpkin to carve. He looked over all the pumpkins until he found just the right one.

He took his pumpkin home and, with his parents help, carved two round eyes, a nose, and a scary, but smiling mouth in his pumpkin.

When it got dark out that night, his parents lit a candle inside the pumpkin, and it glowed brightly for everyone to see.

Tim was proud of the wonderful jack-o-lantern they had carved out of his pumpkin.

1. Where did Tim get his pumpkin? **the farmer's market**
2. What did Tim's parents put inside his pumpkin? **a candle**
3. Who helped Tim carve the pumpkin? **his parents**

How did you know which pumpkin above was Tim's?

**Tim's pumpkin had a nose. Also, Tim's pumpkin was smiling.**